
Joy in Work… 

…Seriously!



Intellectual, behavioural and emotional commitment to meaningful 
and satisfying work. 

The feeling of success and fulfilment that results from meaningful 
work… without this the workforce cannot perform to its potential.

Joy and meaning are generative and allow the best to be 
contributed by each individual, and the teams they comprise, 
towards their work.



Quality Education for a Healthier Scotland

Dr. Deming’s 14 Points for leaders to create a QI Culture 

Create constancy of purpose

Replace management with leadership

Eliminate inspection. Focus on quality

Improve quality of supplies

Focus on continuous improvement

Institute training on the job

Supervision should be to help people

DRIVE OUT FEAR

Break down barriers and silos.  Work as 
a team

Eliminate slogans. Fix the system

Eliminate quotas. Substitute leadership

Create joy in work

Institute vigorous programme of 
education and self-improvement

Transformation is everybody’s job



Quality Education for a Healthier Scotland



What is it that makes 
your work satisfying 

and meaningful?





50% were emotionally exhausted (burned-out)

65% had difficulty sleeping

25% showed signs of clinical depression



1. You try to be everything to everyone

2. You get to the end of a hard day at work and feel like you 
have not made a meaningful difference

3. You feel the work you are doing is not being recognised

4. You identify so strongly with work that you lack a 
reasonable balance between work and your personal life

5. Your job varies between monotony and chaos

6. You feel you have little or no control over your work

7. You work in healthcare

Are you at risk of burnout?



How we take care of our patients

How we take care of each other 

How we take care of ourselves



Critical Components for Ensuring a Joyful, Engaged Workforce
Interlocking responsibilities at all levels
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Connection to
Meaning &Purpose

Human 
Needs

Swensen, Kabcenell, Shanafelt. J Healthcare Management.61:2;105-127 2016

Maslach, Leiter. World Psychiatry. 2016;15(2):103-111. (Vigor, Dedication + Absorption)

Camaraderie &
Teamwork

A great place to 
work!

Autonomy &
Control



Human 
Needs

Camaraderie &
Teamwork

A great place to 
work!





Newcastle University. Anthrozoos, Berg Publishing. November 27, 2008

Medicus 2012: 78% of hiring executives desired team-oriented physicians; 58% vast majority unfit

THE SAFE SURGERY SAVES LIVES STUDY GROUP N ENGL J MED 2009; 360:491-499



Burnout

Wellbeing

Satisfaction

Productivity

Engagement

Patient Outcomes

Team effectiveness 
O'Boyle, E. H., Jr., R. H. Humphrey, et al. (2011). The relation between emotional intelligence and job 

performance: A meta-analysis. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 32(5), 788-818.



Human 
Needs

A great place to 
work!

Autonomy &
Control





“The greatest waste… is 
failure to use the abilities 
of people… to learn about 
their frustrations and 
about the contributions
they are eager to make.”

W. Edwards Deming
Out of the Crisis p57



2. Identify unique impediments to Joy in 

Work in the local context

3. Shared responsibility at all levels & 

commitment to addressing issues raised 

1. Ask staff “what matters to you?”

Outcomes
↑ Patient experience

↑ Performance

↓ Burnout

4. Use improvement science to test 

approaches to improving joy

How attentive & 
attuned are we?

Swensen, Kabcenell, Shanafelt. J Healthcare Management. 61:2 105-127 April 2016 7/7 11%



Connection to
Meaning &Purpose

Human 
Needs

A great place to 
work!





Intelligent Kindness: reforming the culture of healthcare (Ballat and Campling 2011)



There can be no joy in 
living without joy in work

Thomas Aquinas 1225 -1274


